TESTED
£679 | NAISH SKATER 5’9
WWW.NAISHKITES.COM

£545 | JN PEACEMAKER
WWW.JN-KITES.COM

> INTRODUCING
The Peacemaker is a new board in the JN range. A lot of the product testing
for JN happens right here in south Devon so you can guarantee that they
have been tested in our tricky British conditions. The Peacemaker is aiming
towards the freestyle market but also trying to keep some of the benefits
that you get from a freeride board, such as ride comfort and forgivingness,
so let’s see if the peacemaker gave me some peace… Tested NT
> BUILD
Up top The straps and pads on the
Peacemaker are really smart. They
are very adjustable on both sides
of the straps so will easily fit wetsuit
boots or large feet. The massive 2
inches or so of padding under the
heel does make it look a bit like a
moon boot, but makes them nice
and comfortable. Construction The
full wood core creates an incredibly
solid board that would be pretty
much indestructible regardless
of what you throw it at. Design
The base of the board is relatively
simple, no channels or anything too
fancy; it’s a medium rocker board
meaning that it will get going early
and ride fast.
> PERFORMANCE
Get up and Go The rocker is really
noticeable when you get the board
riding. A lot of the new wakestyle/
freestyle boards these days have
a lot of rocker making boards
ride very slow, but with a medium
rocker you get the advantages of
a faster board, improved riding
comfort, as well as still keeping
good pop in the board.

> VERDICT

Ride comfort and Tracking
Generally freestyle boards are not
known for their ride comfort, but
with the Peacemaker and its medium rocker setup it cuts through the
chop surprisingly well. The Peacemaker has step-down rails that thin
the board out towards the edges
and the tips giving it a nice bit
of flex on the ends of the board,
making it cut through the bumps
without too much effort. Flex and
Pop The middle of the board is
incredibly thick and solid with
that wood core, this means that
the board is incredibly stiff in the
centre making it a bit of a weapon
when it comes to the pop: you
can load it up with a lot of power
and release it all at once in one
big burst, making for an explosive
launchpad to your tricks…
> ICING
I will be the first one to admit that
I’m not the biggest fan of the way
that 90% of the boards on the market look these days, so for me it’s
always nice to see a board design
that I actually like to look at. It’s a
great looking board with a really
good unique design.

The Peacemaker is a really nice looking board and some of the best
products on the market are made by the smallest companies, so if you
fancy trying something new and breaking away from the crowd then
check out the Peacemaker. I don’t think you’ll be disappointed…
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> INTRODUCING
A real favourite for the last two seasons, the Skater has genuine ‘UK
surf’ credentials. The fact is that if you live somewhere on the UK
coastline (and on 90% of the other kiteable coastlines on the planet)
then you need a floaty onshore weapon to hack around the slop. Is the
Skater still it? Tested AH
> BUILD
The Skater again sees the bamboo
laminate lay-up. An EPS core built
up with bamboo and fibreglass
patches to ensure maximum
strength and durability and to give
you the confidence to really thrash
it if you are riding with straps. The
visible wood is gone (which I think’s
a bit of a shame) but it now looks
like an all-white ripping machine
– kind of like a lightning strike
amongst the onshore mayhem…
Shape wise and it has those vital
stats: 5’9 x 19, so shorter than your
average board to help you slot
it into the pocket, but with some
additional width which provides
the float to ensure that you don’t
bog it down when there isn’t the
power in the wave. New for this year
is more kick in the tail – to enable
you to snap it round harder, and
fuller rails to loosen it up and let
you express yourself a little more
assertively. As with previous years
there is a thruster set up – so you
do need to have your classic surflines sorted to get the most out
of it – and there are some lovely
looking Carbon Torsion fins to
finish the package off…

> VERDICT

> PERFORMANCE
Although the role of this type of
board is pretty straightforward:
float, snap and re-distribute a
whole lot of water on onshore
days, getting this genre of boards
right is something of a dark
art. Sometimes they work and
sometimes they just don’t feel
quite right… The Skater is in the
first ‘it really works’ category.
Again. It is very, very lively and
seems to cover all bases very well.
For general cruising around there
is the low rocker, float and the rail
line to keep things comfortable
and to keep you upwind, and when
you spot a section that you want
to teach a bit of a lesson, you just
engage the fins, push your weight
through the tail and it just really
comes alive: there’s a pretty tight
squash tail so once you are riding
the board off this it feels like a
board a couple of inches narrower.
It holds an edge admirably,
even in more powerful down the
line conditions, and the difficult
balance between ‘looseness’ and
‘drive’ has been tackled well.

The Skater continues to impress. It is one of ‘those’ boards that is always
fun to ride and you always seem to get away with stuff on. The fuller rails
have loosened it up a little this year, but you still have the confidence to
put it on a rail and unleash some lip-smacking goodness.

